Abstraet: This paper presents a rule-besed acceleration control scheme which aims to give an inverter-fed induction motor excellent dynamic performance. In every time interval of the control process, the acceleration increments produced by two different voltage vectors 8re compared, yielding one optimum stator voltage vector &ch is selected and retained. The on-line inference control is built using a de-based system and some heuristic knowledge about the relationship betwea the motor voltage and acceleration. Because integral calculation and motor parameters are not involved, the new controller has no accumulation error of integral as in the conventional vector control schemes and it can be used for diff' ent induction motors without modification.
I. INTRODUCTION
Although conventional vector control of the induction motor has largely been successful [l], it suffers from sensitivity to parameter variations and error accumulation when evaluating the definite integmls. In addition, the control must be continuous and the calculation must begin from an initial state. If the control time is long, degradation in the steady state and transient responses will result due to drift in parameter values and excessive error accumulation. In this paper, a rule-based expert system principle [2, 31 is employed to control the rotor acceleration of an induction motor, which aims to overcome the drawbacks of common vector control schemes.
The rotor acceleration (denoted as U ) of an induction motor can be expressed as:
The increment of stator flux can be calculated by:
where Vs(n) (mod(n)=7) denotes one of the seven voltage vectors and determines the increment of the stator flux, AA',, .
The incremental acceleration Au(n) can be derived from Eq.(l) and (2) as follows: If acceleration command is much less than zero, and comparison voltages have not been input, then supply V,(n) and V.n-1) to induction motor in succession. If acceleration command is much larger than zero, cornparison voltages have been input, and da(V,(n))> qAu(V,(n+l)), then Vdn) is supplied to induction motor and is retained (k=n, V&), time counter t=O). If acceleration command is much larger than zero, camparison voltages have been input, and da(v.n))< qAu(Vl(n+l)), then V,(n+l) is supplied to induction motor and is retained (k=n+l, V,(k), time counter t=O).
If acceleration command is near zero, comparison voltages have been input, and do(Vs(n))>qAu(VJ(n+2)), then V&) is supplied to induction motor and is retained (k=n, V&), time counter r=O).
If acceleration command is near zero, comparison voltages have been input, and AuP,(n))S qhPs(n+2)), then Vdn) is supplied to induction motor and is retained Note: q is a preferential parameter of voltage choice. A satisfactory value of q is 500 from the results of computer simulation
In the retaining period, the acceleration control knowledge can be expressed as the following nine rules. 11) If acceleration command is much larger than zero, zero voltage is supplied, and acceleration is larger than a*+&, then the zero voltage is kept (V,(k), k=O).
12) If acceleration command is much less than zero, zero
voltage is supplied, and acceleration is less than &E, then zero voltage is supplied (Vsfi), k=O). 
13) If acceleration command is

First simulation example:
The performance of an inverter-fed induction motor driving a constant-torque load is investigated. A comparison of DSC [4, 6] and the rule-based controller in respect of speed, torque, and acceleration is made. The induction motor chosen for the simulation studies has the following parameters:
Type: three-phase, 7.5kW, 220V, 60Hz, 6-pole, squirrelcage Rf0.29 lNph, Ls=0.0422Wph, R,=O. lSSWph, L~0.04 16R/ph, Lm=O.042Wph, JpO.4 kg.m2, Jl-yO.4 kg.m2, Tlwd=20 N.m (Fig.4 b) .
The third simulation example: This example verifies that the rule-based controller has exchangeability, i.e., the same controller can be used for different induction motors. The controller used for the 7.5 kW induction motor in the first simulation example is used to control the following motor: showing that the rule-based controller is independent of motor parameters.
IV. CONCLUSION
The rule-based control scheme of induction motor is quite Merent from the usual vector control schemes. Due to the use of inference instead of algebraic calculations, the rule-based controller has a small control error but no cumulative error. Another valuable property is that the controller is independent of the parameters of the induction motor, so the same controller can be used for different induction motors. Lastly, the control may be performed at any time, whereas conventional vector control must be performed from an initial state.
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